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 I didn’t take Latin in high school. Instead I did poorly in French. But over the years, I have become 

more and more interested in the root meaning of words from Latin and wonder if I made the wrong 

language choice! Because today is All Saints ’Sunday, the celebration of the “Communion of 

Saints”, I became curious about that small prefix “com” in “communion”. A quick search revealed 

its prefix meaning as “with,” “together,” “in association”. From there, it was easy to think of other 

words starting the same way - community, communication, combine, commingle.  

 Then, looking over the list, I realized many of the words starting with “com” (meaning together, 

with) go on to echo or repeat, even intensive, their beginning. Com-union. Com-unity. Com-bine. 

Com-mingle. Many “com” words are working extra hard to convey a sense of oneness, wholeness. 

They could be labeled as redundant.... or they could trying to deepen their meaning. In other 

words, we’re not just saying communion or community one time, but again as if saying there is 

more than one layer of union and unity, as if there are many layers to oneness and wholeness. 

 I think that is true about what we call the “Communion of Saints”. The connections we have with 

the names in our prayer litany and faces in the pictures around the altar are multiple. The number 

of connections we have with loved ones would easily be uncountable. As said in the title of the 

familiar poem by Elizabeth Barrett Browning, “How Do I Love You? Let Me Count the Ways.” If 

that is true that this Sunday we are celebrating not just comm-union, but layers of oneness, how 

would we count those ways and layers of our com-union? 

 One union would surely be the union through blood - DNA. We are united through birth, sharing 

one family with different relationships - a parent, sibling, cousin or grandparent. Yet, with the 

obvious union of “blood” comes another: memories. Families are joined together by a whole 

assorted and sundry array of memories. A “comm-union” is made by memories - childhood games 

and vacations, Christmas mornings, moves from one house to another. Memory moves oneness 

beyond the knowable elements of blood and DNA.  

 When a memory makes union, we enter a new larger field. Each of us has memories, powerful and 

central memories, existing outside of family. And the layer of shared memories can go deep 

indeed. Think of comrades in wartime. They speak of bonds in stories that can cause some family 

bonds to pale by comparison. Or in another life-and-death setting, such as a neonatal unit as 

parents live through their baby’s fragile hold on life. This kind of caring and trust between 

strangers has nothing to do with the amount of time they have known each other. Communion is a 

word to describe what flows between them. Their “with” is a “with” that doubles down - a “com-

union” experience that’s deep and can be lasting. 

 And perhaps part all of these examples of multiple layers of union is the presence of intimacy - the 

intimacy emerging from the deep place of mutual vulnerability. When our trust of another touches 

our ability to be vulnerable, to share our most profound and intimacy thoughts, dreams and, yes, 

hurts, two saints, children of God, have met.  



 

 

 To risk a communion that deep is to risk being fully heard, even as we struggle to listen fully to 

ourselves and find the words to speak. From such depth comes healing. I suspect that many people 

in our personal communion of saints are there because they were and are healers for us. Somehow, 

those souls are part of whatever extent to which we now feel and live with some sense of 

wholeness along with our wounds. And it makes sense when we pause to realize that those kinds 

of relationships abide in the spiritual realm. Such healing and union happens when we are 

vulnerable and trusting from our center, our soul. In the spirit of its Latin roots, “com”, with, 

together, entails vulnerability and risk. We dare to touch and be touched at the depth of life.  

 All the layers present in the Communion of Saints I have suggested so far are obvious ones you 

would have thought of, I’m sure. Yet, there is one more layer of communion that can be added to 

the suggestions, a layer only recently known. This layer of unity comes from the science, the field 

of quantum physics theory. This layer is called “entanglement”. Now, I’m no scientist so let me 

quote one who is: “Entanglement is.... the interaction of particles and the enduring bond between 

them after their separation..... It means that once two parties interact, they are bound together 

forever and can affect each other. Each particle can affect the other directly and reciprocally 

despite spatial distance.” (Making All Things New by Ilia Delio, page 85) 

 Albert Einstein knew about entanglement but he didn’t trust it. He called it “spooky action at a 

distance”, but multiple recent experiments have verified that such profound and lasting com-union 

happens, not just in all the obvious ways I already suggested, but because com-union as 

“entanglement” exists at the most foundational layer of life. From the beginning, with God’s 

breathe of love and energy, life is created that way. Life is “com-union”, layer after layer of unity, 

creating a vast, cosmic wholeness that is bound together forever, down to the molecular layer. 

Knowledge of how matter and energy unites makes the Communion of Saints more than good 

theology and our deepest hope. The com-union we share with those we name and remember this 

day is more than memories, intimacy and even blood. Entanglement tells us, at the deepest layer of 

matter and energy, we can bound together forever regardless of the distances of time and space. 

Such knowledge of entanglement changes how to think about Holy Communion. Recalling Jesus’ 

words at each Eucharist points to the deeper reality of the bread and wine we share. As members of 

Jesus’ body through baptism, we are bound together forever. Through the bread and the wine, we 

remember we are part of him and he is part of us. Time and space can’t change that com-union.  

 Early this past Tuesday morning several hundred people gathered outside the Federal Building at 

Fort Snelling in St. Paul. We came to protest and pray because of our connection to Bishop Henry 

Whipple, the first Episcopal Bishop in Minnesota. His name is on that federal building now the 

regional headquarters of Immigration and Customs Enforcement agency, ICE. Inside are detained 

immigrants awaiting court hearings and probable deportation.  

 In our gathering, the wholeness of bread and wine were blessed, separated and shared except for a 

portion set aside. Those particles of bread and wine were reserved for those detainees and guards 

inside the building. They never received them. The clergy carrying them were blocked from 

entering. This outcome was expected, of course. The status of immigrants is all tangled up in 

politics and fear. But the entanglement theory does present an invitation to consider how we, on 

opposite sides of a federal building on a particular morning, might be in com-union given that we 

are all children of God and saints. Amen 


